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BY GEORGE BRANT BRIDGMAN IN DRAWING AND LECTURER ON CONSTRUCTION AND ANATOMY OF HUMAN FIGURE, ART STUDENTS' LEAGUE NEW YORK. ALSO AUTHOR OF THE BOOK OF A HUNDRED HANDS AND BRIDGMAN'S LIFE DRAWING Introduction Drawing Images presented here show
the concepts that have proved to be the simplest and most effective in building a human figure. The eye in drawing should follow a line or plane or mass. In the process of drawing, this can be a moving line, or a moving plane, or a moving mass. The line, in actual construction, should come first; but as a mental
construction must precede the physical, so the notion of mass should be in the first place, that plane is second that lines the latter. Think in the masses, define them in rows. Masses of roughly the same size or proportion are conceived not as mass, but as one mass; those of different proportions, in regards to their
movement, are conceived as hanging out with each other, or as morticed or interconnected. An effective concept is that of clogging. The general anatomy of the bone make up the pressure system in the body. They are thus expressed the laws of architecture, as in the dome of the head, the arches of the foot, the pillars
of the feet, etc.; and the laws of mechanics, such as elbow loops, limb levers, etc., ligaments are a system of retention or tension, as well as express other laws of mechanics. Muscles are a contract or power system; they produce the effect of their contrAction or reduction. In contrAction they rise and bulge, while in their
relaxed state they are flabby and soft. Muscles attached to and acting on bony and ligamentous systems are a system of movement. The laws of dynamics and power are therefore expressed in the muscles. For example, for each muscle pulling in one direction, there should be appropriate muscles pulling in the opposite
direction. Muscles are therefore paired, all over the body. Each muscle on the right side should be paired with one on the left; For each flexor at the front should be an appropriate extensive on the back. Muscles also express the laws of leverage; they are large in proportion to the length of the lever they move. Those of
the individual fingers are small and can fit between the bones of the hand. They get bigger as we raise our hand, leverage more, and weight more. The muscles of the forearm are larger than those of the fingers; those of the arm are larger than those ot forearm, while the shoulder muscles are larger still. The mass and
movements of the body of the body of the head, chest and pelvis are unchanged. Regardless of their surface shape or marking, they are like masses to be conceived as blocks. The concept of a figure should begin with the thought of these blocks in relation to each other. They should be sedged in the first place as one
thinks the bodies wasp, with only one line connecting them, or without reference to all to connect the parts. Ideally, as far as gravity is concerned, these blocks will be balanced symmetrically over each other. But rarely really, and in action ever, it is. In their relations with each other, they are limited to three possible planes
of movement. That is, they can be bent back and forth in the sagittal plane, twisted in a horizontal plane, or tilted in a transverse plane. Almost always, in fact, all three movements are present, to varying degrees. In these different movements, the limit is the limit on the movement of the spine. The spine is a structure that
connects one part of the body to the other. It is a strong column occupying almost the center or axis of the body, alternating discs of bone and very elastic cartilage. Each segment is a joint whose lever extends back to the long groove of the back. Such movement as the spine allows the muscles to also allow, and finally,
involve wedges or lines of the actual contour. CONSTRUCTION : Body Masses and Movements : Building Mass Tilt : Horizontal Sagittarius and Cross Planes: Tilted and Twisted CLICK VIEW NEXT PAGE : Hand, Constructive Anatomy Excellent. The most valuable, detailed anatomical studies (which are also beautifully
drawn) from all parts of the figure. - American Artist's Best Book on Artist's Anatomy are available anywhere. - Art Students League NewsCountless artists and students from the 1920s have used this and other books by George B. Bridgman (for nearly 50 years a teacher in the Art League of Students in New York) for a
solid foundation and understanding of human anatomy. They have discovered, and continue to find, that its unique way of detecting vital forces in human form and implementing them in drawing carries the student nicely over one of the most serious obstacles of art. Bridgman's excellent anatomical sketches, which are
about 500 in the book, also make it clear to complete his clear theories on how to draw the human body in its structure and its complex movements. Constructive anatomy, an anatomical guide for the working artist, sculptor and student, graphically shows important parts of the human body, both in motion and at rest -
hand, wrist, thumb, fingers, forearm, arm, armpit, shoulder, neck, head, eye, nose, ear, mouth, chin, torso (front, side and back), pelvis, hip, hip, ankle, Drawings of bone and muscular structure of joint work and the relationship of different parts of the body are mainly related to the movement of all kinds - movements that
are described in detail, as well as illustrated. Bending, twisting, and twisting, creasing and blocking different parts of the body are presented in drawing as clogging in specific ways that are clearly defined by Mr. Bridgman.Every artist will save tedious hours of research with this simple but effective approach, and will be
delighted with his directness and fervor. 36%off 17%off the book reads better, which is our own, and so long known to us that we know the topography of his blots, and dog ears, and can trace the dirt in it to read it over tea and butter cupcakes. - Charles Lamb, The Last Essays of Elia, 1833This is one of my favorite and
most beloved books. I still don't understand all this; for more than twenty years I have not yet mastered its theme to the level of equality with the author; and I'm sure the author himself doesn't be-all the book reads better, which is our own, and has been known to us for so long that we know the topography of his spots,
and the dog's ears, and can trace the dirt in him to read it over tea and butter cupcakes. I still don't understand all this; for more than twenty years I have not yet mastered its theme to the level of equality with the author; and I'm sure the author himself isn't-be-all,end-all in the industry, either. But I love this book because it
was the first to unlock the secrets of anatomy for me. This gave me a Helen Keller W-A-T-E-R moment; For the first time in my young artist career, I realized the figure! I could do it out of imagination at any angle because I knew what bones and muscles of the skin would do, how they would behave. Mr. Bridgman's book
opened my eyes to incredible possibilities. For this reason, I love it, and keep it handy for regular conversation. EVERYONE'S DIFFERENT. This book has completely clicked on me, but I know other artists who have not found it useful at all. I've heard feedback that it's not good for beginners, mainly because of its
abundance of technical drawings and lack of written instructions. However, I first read it as a young, self-taught teenager; and although my epiphany didn't come up until a few years later, it was always a valuable resource on my bookshelf - if only for copying the practice. Therefore, I consider this book important for the
library of any artist. whether it becomes dog-eared or dusty on the shelf. :) Star.... 5 equal parts practical and emotional. :) ... More Here's George Bridgman's 1920 PDF version of the classic Constructive Anatomy. This book is an invaluable resource for both students and more experienced artists who want to learn the
basics of artistic anatomy. The book presents anatomy from a functional, almost mechanical, point of view - emphasizing the design and volumes created by muscle groups. It contains timeless instructions from an artist who has taught anatomy and drawing for a generation of Golden Age illustrators including Norman
Rockwell and Лумис. DOWNLOAD PDF PDF bridgman constructive anatomy amazon. constructive anatomy george brant bridgman. constructive anatomy george brant bridgman pdf español
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